A pre-Kindergarten through 8th grade Catholic parochial school, St. Stephen School is dedicated to the ideals of educating children in an environment that surrounds them with Christian values. The school strives to educate the whole child spiritually, academically, physically, socially, and emotionally. Every effort is made to cultivate within each child a positive self-image and to heighten his/her awareness of the dignity and worth of others.
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Sharon Ellwood
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Patty O'Brien
Tim Snyder
Janice Duff

325 Students

46 New Students

74% Retention Rate

Students live in 25+ zip codes including 3 counties and Baltimore City

Annual Fund raised $90,438

From 349 donors

Gifts ranging from $5-$5000!
Our tuition is in the lower half of Catholic elementary schools in the Archdiocese of Baltimore! And our tuition is all-inclusive of fees!

Tuition and Financial Aid:

36 families applied for aid
Over $24,512 raised during the Eagle Fun Run
$84,384 Total Need Assessed
$1,440 Average Family award amount
$39.9% of need met

Funding Sources:
St. Stephen Parish,
Archdiocesan School Fund,
BOOST MD State Scholarships,
St. Stephen School Annual Appeal,
and more
Recent Improvements and Achievements

- During the COVID-19 Pandemic St. Stephen School remained open for in-person instruction for the entire school year of 2021-2022. Students were able to join all of their classmates in the same classroom. Parents and volunteers were also welcomed back into the building this year.

- Cleaning and sanitizing protocols occurred daily. Additional Health and Safety measures included new outside perimeter doors on the elementary school building with an antimicrobial hardware (COVID) Package, water bottle refill station, touchless sinks and portable outside hand washing stations.

- Many “Back-to-Better” events and activities for both students and our school community were held including: Field Trips, S.T.E.M. Festival, Instrumental Band Concerts, Choir, Talent Show, Athletics, Field Day, Kids Heart Challenge, Eagle Day Fun Run, Book Fair, Dances, Veterans Day, Bingo, Wine Tasting, Bazaar, Golf Tournament, Daddy/Daughter Dance and Carnival to name a few.

- Our technology connection was upgraded with fiber optic cable and the installation of new Wi-Fi access points occurred in the middle school building.

- All of our Graduations this year were held in-person with family and friends invited.

- Raised $24,000+ from our Eagle Fun Run fundraiser.

- We were awarded with $85,000+ this year in Grants including:
  - $12,000 Nonpublic School Safety Improvement Grant
  - $20,040 Nonpublic School Aging Schools Grant
  - $21,515 Nonpublic Student Textbook/Technology Program Grant
  - $13,750 Nonpublic Community Safety Works Grant
  - $19,472 Emergency Assistance to Nonpublic Schools Grant

- St. Stephen School was recognized as a 2021 The Baltimore Sun Top Workplaces winner.

- We received re-accreditation status by Cognia.
We gratefully acknowledge the generous donors who support St. Stephen School's mission.

**St. Stephen Society ~ $1,000+**
- Robert Knowles
- M/M John Herzog
- Ben Whetzel & Amanda Gallagher
- M/M Thomas Smith
- P. Gregory Williams
- M/M Robert Melewski
- Lambert Boyce
- Jane Kinsel
- M/M Christopher Deaver

**St. Stephen Circle ~ $500-$999**
- M/M Patrick Dolan
- M/M Howard McComas
- M/M Raymond Colombo
- Dr/M Marion Kowalewski
- M/M Patrick Potter
- M/M Michael Regulski
- Robert Delaney
- M/M James McAveney

**Eagles Club ~ $100-$249**
- M/M Allen Seward
- Shawn & David Donley
- M/M Michael Jones
- M/M George Cumberland
- M/M Ernie Zittle
- Richard Bennett
- J. L. Carter
- Matthew Andrews
- M/M Alfred Webster
- M/M Jerrel Richardson
- M/M Terrance Flannery
- Kathleen McMurray

**Principals Club ~ $250-$499**
- M/M James Velten
- M/M Craig O'Brien
- M/M David Shackelford
- Debra Fetsch
- John Troiano
- M/M William Ballwanz
- M/M James Wolf
- Janice Duff
- M/M Kevin Campion
- M/M James Velten
- M/M Logothetis
- M/M Patrick Irwin
- Rosetta Dunham
- M/M George Malick
- M/M Joseph Stumbroski
- M/M Douglas Davies

**Thank you!**
Eagles Club ~ $100-$249

M/M Albert Falcone  M/M Brian Alkins  M/M James Adams
M/M Jerome Zavodny  M/M Gregory Kuta  M/M John Tobias, Jr.
M/M Kevin Phelan  M/M William O'Brien  John Rostkowski
Wayne Hobik Sr  M/M Keith Wagner  Brian Alkins
Kathy Ayers  M/M Ronald Stearn  Karen T. Syrylo
M/M Joseph Salvo  M/M Steven Draayer  Elaine Banz
M/M Kevin Riemer  Fr Greg Gay CM  M/M Kyrle Preis Jr
M/M Matthew Radebaugh  Louise Vasta
M/M John Hannan  Virginia Baranoski
M/M Edward Copes

$1 - $99 Friends of St. Stephen

M/M Chris Seling  M/M James Velten  M/M Oliver Macale  M/M George Klein
M/M Charles Sparwasser  L'Altrelli Family  M/M Joseph Ares III  M/M Albert Falcone
Colleen Everson  Sandra Patterson  M/M Robert Holmes  M/M Herman Schmidt
Adrienne Brown  Louise Bonnie  M/M Guy Christopher  M/M Patrick Dolan
M/M James Dempsey  M/M Philip Kolson  M/M Alexis Edminster  Jacqueline Wesolowski
Grace Dale  M/M Earle Hurley  M/M Adam Kolb  M/M Eugene Kurowski
Shirley Giunta  Mary Marston  M/P Paul Hunter Jr  Barbara Pence
M/M Norman Belbot Jr  David Marll  M/P Stephen Colclough  Louise Vasta
M/M Gerard Heid  M/M William Moran  M/P Eric Steigerwald  M/M Charles Shoemaker
Victoria Mitchell  M/M Richard Wilhelm  M/M Anthony Bianco  M/M Joseph Rogers
M/M David Mosmiller  M/M Miguel Patino  M/M Stanley Schall Jr  Patricia Bullis
M/M Robert Zastawski Jr  M/M Timothy Dominick  M/P Patrick Duley  Joann Steigerwald
M/Guy Akob  M/M Gary Walchli  Carolyn Rosenberger  M/M Philipalmere
M/M Elias Logothetis  M/M John Amrhein  M/M Joseph Burns  M/M James Markley
M/M Francis Sgambati  M/M Gerald Kearney  M/M Robert Fritz  M/M Fredrich Appelt
M/M Albert Snyder Jr  Robert Somers  Mary Louise Reiter  Georgia Cascio
Barbara Stevens  M/M Michael Dietz  Mary Brennan  Judy Hines
M/M Nicholas Manganaro  M/M William Shipley Sr  Douglas Heinle  Crysta Draayer
Irvin Bauer III  M/M William Gay  M/P Patrick Durkin  M/M Daniel Welsh
Mary Zeller  M/M Bryan Grimes  M/M Hans Merson  M/M Christopher Halloran
M/M James Oswinkle  M/M Michael Lubawski  Deborah Redmer  M/M Gaspar Destefano
M/M Anthony Consentino Jr  M/M Neil Maria  Paul Metzger  Veronica Dilworth
Linda Roberts  M/Walter Holewinski Jr  M/M Thomas Mitchell  M/M Mark Dvorak
Alma Illian  Julie Bitzel  M/M Stephen Skinner  M/M Walter Price
M/M David Rostek  Susan Harlacher  Catherine A. Hollie  Leila Ignacio-Macale
Christine Cerino  Joan Rudis